LE CORDON BLEU PARIS INSTITUT D’ARTS CULINAIRES ET DE MANAGEMENT HÔTELIER

WELCOME SERVICES

◆ UPON ARRIVAL AT THE INSTITUTION
  > Assistance with administrative and academic registration
  > Help opening a bank account
  > Assistance with administrative and regulatory compliance (such as obtaining residency permit)

◆ ONGOING SUPPORT
  > Specific services
    - Student parties
    - Pedagogical lunch
    - Welcome wine and cheese party every term

USEFUL INFORMATION

◆ CITY
  http://www.paris.fr

◆ INSTITUTION
  Number of international students enrolled each year: 90%
  http://www.facebook.com/lecordonbleuparis

BEFORE LEAVING

◆ INSCRIPTION
  Contact: Département Recrutement paris@cordonbleu.edu
  Tel. +33(0)1 85 65 15 00
  13-15, Quai André Citroën, 75015 PARIS
  Institution’s online application form
  https://www.cordonbleu.edu/programs/Paris/fr
  Requirements:
  - to be at least 18 years old
  - to have the High School Diploma
  - To speak either French or English
  Dates for announcement of admission decisions
  Application have to be sent about 6 months before the starting date
  The decision of the admission service is taken within 10 days after reception of the application

◆ FRENCH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE COURSES
  > Courses in French as a foreign language offered before start of academic term
  > Courses in French as a foreign language available throughout the year
  > Name of the training center: Alliance Française
  http://www.alliancefr.org

◆ HOUSING
  Contact: Service d’étudiants paris@cordonbleu.edu
  Tel. +33(0)1 85 65 15 00
  13-15 Quai André Citroën 75015 Paris
  Services offered
  > List of available rentals or of Web sites that can be used to find rental housing
  The list is updated every 3 months, i.e. after each new intake.
  > These services apply to all international students
  > These services are free